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Exclusivity in Retail: Brand Stores and Exclusive Offers
Jon M. Garon*
This article is part of a series of book excerpts from The Entrepreneur’s Intellectual Property &
Business Handbook, which provides the business, strategy, and legal reference guide for start-ups and
small businesses.

1.

Walmart, Target, and Amazon: Branding, Relevance, and Exclusivity.

The demise of K-Mart came about as a result of the rivalry between retail giants Target and
Walmart. Each of these two retail giants recognized the competitive, cut-throat marketplace and the
need to supply product exclusivity and social relevance to their customers. The problem was that the
three companies all sold many of the same commodities to the same people. In a straight price war,
all three companies would lose.
Walmart took the commodity challenge head on. It declared itself the “low price leader” and
emphasized its ability to beat the competitors on price alone. It achieved these prices through extreme
process efficiency and through labor practices that have resulted in lawsuits that continue as of the
publication of this book. In a three-way price war, Walmart was likely to win, but perhaps at a cost
that could have destroyed the company.
Target chose to fight the battle on a different front. Rather than focus exclusively on price, it
developed the slogan, “expect more, pay less,” suggesting that it might not offer the lowest price, but
that it provided better value than the competition. It targeted slightly more expensive goods;
emphasized private-label products that were exclusive to Target; priced its commodities based on the
store’s proximity to Walmart or K-Mart; and invested heavily in the cleanliness and convenience of
its stores to improve the satisfaction or social relevance to the consumer. Target knew that its intended
audience was slightly better off than Walmart’s customer base, and Target’s customers would pay a
small premium for quality, good service and convenience.
Amazon has further disrupted the businesses of both Walmart and Target, with Target being the
larger loser of the two. Just as Walmart emphasized price and Target emphasized value, Amazon
focused on convenience. With free shipping for Amazon Prime customers, highly competitive pricing,
and 24/7 to-the-door-delivery, Amazon leapfrogged Target to become the second largest retailer after
Walmart.
Within the facilities, Walmart emphasized price and range of products, stuffing its stores so that
its customers need shop nowhere else. Target added store lights, expanded its checkout lines to
improve the customer experience, and focused on specialty product lines exclusive to the chain.
Walmart increased its loyalty; Target increased its uniqueness; Amazon increased its convenience and
customer satisfaction; and K-Mart was left with neither a strategy nor a customer base.
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The winners in this battle emphasized the relevance of their strategies to their key customers. They
differentiated themselves from one another, leaving K-Mart as the weak competitor without a market
share.
Both Walmart and Target use their market power to develop a large number of private-label
products, which are products sold under brands wholly owned by the retailer. These products were
designed by the retailers with the strategic objective of the chain at the forefront. In recent years,
Amazon has followed suit with its own growing list of house brands as well. Each chain uses these
goods to emphasize its pricing, quality, and packaging strategy to maximize customer interest. In this
way, each chain reinforced its business model by creating exclusive products and packages designed
for its own customers.

2.

Best Buy’s Four Flicks and Apple’s Beatles Box Set.

Another version of retail exclusivity was built on The Rolling Stones’ copyrighted concert film
Four Flicks. In November 2003, the decades-old rock band signed an exclusive deal with Best Buy to
release its concert DVD. Best Buy paid a significant premium and featured The Rolling Stones and its
music in its holiday advertising. The pairing paid off handsomely for the band and the retailer.
Coming at the time of holiday sales, the exclusive distribution of the concert DVD boxed set
brought a significant amount of traffic to Best Buy and away from both the smaller record and video
stores and the large box-store rivals, Walmart and Target. Despite complaints from smaller retailers,
the success of the alliance will likely be repeated from time to time, when the exclusivity benefits both
the artist and the retailer. Best Buy had previously launched exclusive arrangements with the Eagles,
U2, and John Mellencamp.
In 2010, Apple did something similar when it finally moved the Beatles to digital, arranging for
“The Beatles Boxed Set”—which was a digital download without a box—to be sold for $149. Steve
Jobs personally curated the collection of albums, songs, and other material that went into the project.
It may have been more of a personal triumph for Jobs than a marketing bonanza, but it highlighted
the power of exclusive contracting among powerful brand owners.

3.

Tea Source—the Shop Around the Corner Rides the Long Tail.

At the other extreme from Target, Walmart, and Best Buy are the single store retail outlets. In
today’s market, operating a single retail store is an uphill battle. Location and convenience matter a
great deal to customers, so the lack of stores creates some problems. In addition, the size of the store
limits the negotiating leverage for exclusive relationships and other advantages.
While nothing can make these impediments go away, there are business models that suggest a
successful approach. A company serving a niche market may satisfy the long tail created through
national marketing of local goods. The Internet creates an opportunity for a company to build a small
community around its products, reaching well beyond its geographic location. If it can tap into the
affinities of social networks, the community will spread the gospel of the company throughout the
community and build awareness at a surprisingly low cost to the entrepreneur.
A St. Paul, Minnesota retailer, TeaSource,1 provides an example of this model in practice (although
it has grown to three Minnesota locations). TeaSource sells teas. Not teas and coffee, just teas.
TeaSource boasts exclusivity through its product line. It features a large number of tea flavors grown
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or blended exclusively for the store. Of course, the exclusivity may be only in the U.S., but that is
sufficient for most retailers’ marketing purposes.
The store developed its primary success from walk-in business and referrals. The wide range of
teas and the quality of selection provides a very small but successful business model. In 2015 it was
voted best tea business at the World Tea Expo.
Today’s shop around the corner, however, has neither the money to advertise competitively nor
the location to demand a sufficiently loyal following to stay afloat. TeaSource recognizes this. It has a
catalog, which supplements its store front, and a website to supplement the catalog. Rather than
spending significant amounts on advertising, it provides good coupons in its catalog for its customers
who are successful in referring new customers.
Building on this “viral marketing” model, the store uses its locations to build credibility with the
locals, who serve as the primary promoters on the Internet. This creates a national and even
international marketplace for this single, small store. The Internet business and loyal local following
provide the necessary leverage to arrange a few exclusive deals with tea growers across the globe.
Although only a few of the products are exclusive to TeaSource, they are sufficient to give the little
shop the edge it needs.

4.

Selling to the People: The Infomercial.

Since the 1970’s, entrepreneurs had another method of getting their unique products directly into
the hands of the consumer: through the infomercial. Although sponsored television had existed since
the earliest days of TV broadcast, the FCC did not lift the prohibition on long-form advertising
content for television until 1984.2 In the infomercial, a fifteen-minute to hour-long program would
feature product demonstrations and testimonials to encourage the public to get this product. Typically,
the product was exclusive to the infomercial and not sold in stores or other distribution channels.
Ron Popeil, founder of Ronco, was among the most successful of those entrepreneurs. He created
a wide range of products, including the Showtime Rotisserie, the Ronco Spray Gun with its proprietary
soap pellets, and a spray-on hair thickener marketed exclusively for men. His infomercials and catalog
sales exceeded $2 billion in revenue before sliding into bankruptcy in 2018.
Ronco epitomized the success of low-technology patented products. Some of his patented
products were odd. Some of the products were different than those on the market because of unique
features rather than patented improvements.
The success of infomercials spawned many imitators and led to the launch of cable channels
dedicated to commercial product sales. HSN and QVC operate full-time product distribution
channels. Infomercials provide a rich opportunity for direct sales by entrepreneurs, but this medium
has been challenged by online distribution channels in recent years.
For example, due to the softening of the revenue for the cable marketing channels, Liberty
Interactive, the owner of QVC, was able to acquire total control of HSN in 2017. Competition among
the cable operators increased costs and lowered net profits. By combining the two primary cable
product channels, the multichannel distributor will remain a powerful competitor to Amazon, Target,
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and Walmart as one of the world’s largest retailers. HSN and QVC together generate over $14 billion
in sales. Liberty Interactive also operates a large suite of online retail sites to complement the television
merchandising.
The infomercial has become the primary form of marketing for athletic equipment and an effective
outlet for apparel, jewelry, electronics, and small home appliances. It may be that television sales are
better suited to low-technology innovation, or it may be the unique relationship between the TV
viewer and the marketing vendor. For infomercials, better mousetraps are not as important as plastic
containers that close tightly and store easily in the kitchen cabinets. A consumer may not focus on this
enough to make a special trip to the store, but if the commercial comes on while the viewer is cooking
in the kitchen, a customer is born. Good return policies and quick transaction support create the value
needed to keep consumers returning.

